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The Brand Identity is an independent graphic design 
resource with a global reach. We aim to empower the 
graphic design industry and those operating within it 
by providing a consistent, diverse and easy-to-use 
platform, made for all. We passionately take pride in 
valuing quality over quantity, and as a result, are the 
most trusted stop for information and inspiration on 
the journey from concept to completion in all aspects 
of graphic design.
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A mainstay in a graphic designer’s 
bookmarks, our website is home to our 
editorial content; containing articles, 
interviews, insights, news and products 
relevant to the graphic design industry.



Due to the evergreen nature of our 
content, as well as our website’s 
detailed search capabilities, our 
articles continue to receive views 
in the weeks, months and years 
after they have been published.

page views per month

new visitors per month

minutes average visit duration

audience increase year-on-yearTraffic by device type

Our website
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300k

58%

3.5

45%81% desktop 19% mobile
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Our highly-curated Instagram feed has 
seen The Brand Identity become the 
most regarded graphic design account 
on the plaform, gaining more than half a 
million followers since its establishment 
in 2015. Every weekday, we share three 
consectutive posts relating to the same 
feature; increasing reach, visibility and 
clarity – making each placement a 
coveted and rare opportunity.

reach per week

impressions per week

post saves per month

post interactions per monthnew followers per monthInstagram followers

Our Instagram profile
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200k

1m

30k

125k5-10k570k

Projects Interviews Resources News Typefaces
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Our Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn 
accounts provide support to our 
editorial content; containing posts 
every day that encourage our audience 
to visit our website.



Our email newsletter is sent out on 
a weekly basis, acting as a curated 
reminder of the previous week.

Our social media 
and newsletter
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email newsletter subscribers

4.5k

Twitter followers

Facebook followers

LinkedIn followers

6.8k

14k

9k
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Our diverse global audience consists 
of graphic designers, design industry 
professionals, students and casual 
viewers interested in art and design.

Our audience
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Top audience locations

Audience gender Audience age range

Male Female 18-34 35+

32%

20%

14%

11%

7%

Europe

North America

United Kingdom

East Asia

Australasia
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Our advertising options
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Are you looking to promote your brand, product, 
design tool or resource? Reach our ever-growing 
global audience of creative professionals with 
tailored content across our website and social media 
accounts. Since our foundation in 2015, we have 
been working with like-minded brands to provide 
our audience with a selective, trusted and informed 
selection of products, tools and resources relevant to 
those who practice and appreciate graphic design.
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Commission our editorial team to produce 
an article about your brand or product, 
ending in a call-to-action linking to a URL 
of your choice. All paid-for articles will be 
tagged as 'Sponsored' and appear on our 
website alongside our regular editorial 
content; becoming part of our timeless 
and highly-searchable archive.



All articles are also shared to our 
Instagram story, Twitter, Facebook and 
LinkedIn; and may be included within 
our weekly newsletter.



View example

Website article

Page 09

Landing page takeover 
Head to page 10 to find 
out how to take over our 
landing page for a day.

Instagram feed 
Head to page 11 to find 
out how to be featured 
on our Instagram feed.
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https://the-brandidentity.com/project/add-invention-individuality-formists-typefaces-walls-type-posters
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Become an unmissable part of our 
audience's journey by taking over our 
website's landing page for an entire day. 
This is only available as an additional 
option on the same day as an article 
on our website.

Landing page 
takeover
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Olin Design
NEW PAPER

LEARN MORE
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Reach our largest audience with three 
consecutive posts on our highly-curated 
Instagram feed, either to accompany 
an article on our website or as a 
standalone promotion. Via the caption 
of each post, our audience can be 
directed to your Instagram account 
and/or our link in bio, from which they 
will be able visit a URL of your choice. 
Each post will be tagged as a 'Paid 
partnership' or with #ad.

Instagram feed

Page 11

Projects Interviews Resources News Typefaces
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Connect our audience directly to  
your brand or product with a series 
of 3-5 consecutive slides posted to 
our Instagram Story; with the final slide 
being a call-to-action to a URL of your 
choice. Each post will be tagged as 
a 'Paid partnership' or with #ad.

Instagram story
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Speak to our smaller yet highly-engaged 
audiences on Twitter, Facebook and 
LinkedIn with a single post linking directly 
to a URL of your choice. These platforms 
are only available for posts together and 
not individually.

Twitter, Facebook 
and LinkedIn
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Remind our audience of your brand or 
product with a place in our weekly email 
newsletter. Sent out every Monday, our 
newsletter features a selection of the 
content published  during the previous 
week, as well as the latest news and 
products from our store.



Content is typically ordered 
chronologically according to how it  
was published, however, placement 
at the top of the newsletter is available 
as an additional option.

Newsletter
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Option 1

Website article 
Instagram story 
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn posts 
Inclusion in weekly newsletter 
Instagram feed posts x 3

Option 3

Instagram story 
Instagram feed posts x 3

Option 4

Instagram story

Option 2

Website article 
Instagram story 
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn posts 
Inclusion in weekly newsletter

Advertising 
combinations

01 02

03 04
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Based on the advertising options 
shown on pages 09-14, we offer 
the following four options as 
fixed packages; however, bespoke 
combinations are also available 
upon request. Please get in touch 
to be informed of our pricing.
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Support us in the creation of a brand 
new bespoke content series for our 
website and social media; or support one 
of our existing content series for a fixed 
period of time.



The series would would be created by 
our team from scratch, including its 
content and its own visual identity,  
and be accompanied by your logo, 
information about your brand or product, 
acknowledgment of your support, and 
a call-to-action linking directly to a URL 
of your choice.



Bespoke content series’ can be 
promoted across our social media 
accounts, either in addition to website-
based content or as a standalone 
social media-based series.



View example

Bespoke 
content
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https://the-brandidentity.com/insight/can-good-ideas-planned-speak-dia-regular-practice-margot-leveque-find
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Our results
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Danny McNeil, 48 hours after our 
feature pushing for submissions 
to Fedrigoni’s 365 campaign

“It’s gone very well. Total 
submissions last year were about 
400. This year we are on 650 
and counting, approximately 150 
in the last 48 hours. It worked!”
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David McKendrick on our 
feature and promotion of issue 
one of his magazine PAPERBOY

“The piece is magnificent. And 
the coverage and support I have 
no words for. I look forward to 
meeting you at some point to 
say thank you in person. I'm a 
tad overwhelmed to be honest!”
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Alright Studio’s Garrett 
DeRossett speaking on Twitter 
after our interview with his studio

“The Brand Identity is perhaps 
the only design site I actually 
care about. Very humbling to 
be on there today.”



Company name Followers before 
our feature

Followers 72 hours 
after our feature

Followers gained

Editor X

Lift Type

Bielke & Yang

Otherwhere

HelloMe

Brandpad

15,480

5,723

12,747

162

19,340

4,952

17,360

6,395

13,872

570

20,494

6,784

1,880

672

990

408

1,154

1,832

Instagram feature 
impact
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Selected clients
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For more information on our advertising 
opportunities and rates, please contact:



Elliott Moody

Creative & Content Director

advertise@the-brandidentity.com

The Brand Identity Group Ltd

Company number: 10334580

7 Browne Close, Ashwellthorpe,

Norwich, Norfolk, NR16 1FG, UK

the-brandidentity.com
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